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In my thesis I look at three novels by Don DeLillo: Americana, Mao II, and 
Falling Man.  These three novels, published in 1971, 1991, and 2007 
respectively, represent the full range of DeLillo’s body of work, and 
demonstrate a clear progression of the major themes in his writings.  Each 
of these novels presents a protagonist who is on a journey of self-
discovery, effectively seeking what many critics have identified as an 
outdated form of self – a Modernist notion of self.  The problematic nature 
of identity in these novels is exacerbated by changes in representation 
and warfare, particularly the perceived loss of originality and the rise of 
terrorism.  Thus, I not only trace the continuation of the search for self in 
these novels, but also DeLillo’s inclusion of terrorism in the novel.  The 
changes in warfare give rise to an anxiety that further complicates the 
search for self in America. 
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Introduction: The Conflict between Selves 

 

What has become unraveled since that afternoon in Dallas is 
not the dense mass of characters and events, but the sense 
of a coherent reality most of us shared.  We seem from that 
moment to have entered a world of randomness and 
ambiguity, a world totally modern in the way it shades into 
the century’s ‘emptiest’ literature, the study of what is 
uncertain and unresolved in our lives, the literature of 
estrangement and silence.1 

 

Don DeLillo is a contemporary author who has published fifteen 

novels, three plays, and various short essays in the last four decades.  His 

work is best known for its depiction and examination of contemporary 

American life, and for being considered postmodern literature.  In my 

thesis I will be working with three of DeLillo’s novels: Americana, his first 

novel published in 1971, Mao II, published in 1991, and finally Falling Man, 

his most recent novel, published in the summer of 2007.  I have chosen 

these three novels as they represent the full range of his work, and 

because they clearly show an evolution in the major themes that DeLillo 

focuses on in his writings.  With this thesis I intend to argue that DeLillo’s 

works are illustrative of American life and culture, in that they reveal and 

comment on cultural pathologies that can be understood as inherently 

                                                
1 From Don DeLillo’s essay “American Blood: A Journey through the Labyrinth of Dallas 
and JFK.”  Originally published in Rolling Stone Magazine December 8, 1983; considered 
by many to be a precursor to Libra. 



American, and that these pathologies are linked with postmodernism.  

Each of these novels presents a protagonist who is on a journey of self-

discovery, effectively seeking what many critics have identified as an 

outdated form of self – a modernist notion of self.  The problematic nature 

of identity in these novels is exacerbated by changes in representation 

and warfare, particularly the perceived loss of originality and the rise of 

terrorism.  The inclusion of terrorism in Mao II and Falling Man typifies the 

changes in warfare that have occurred within the last three decades, 

and demonstrates how these changes give rise to an anxiety that further 

complicates the search for self in America. 

The first chapter of my thesis examines DeLillo’s Americana.  

Americana’s plot, that of a protagonist searching for self, serves as a 

prototype for all DeLillo’s later works.  I also look at the references to war in 

Americana and how the each protagonist’s response to war can be 

understood as a continuation of modernism’s post-war disillusionment.  

The second chapter of my thesis focuses on Mao II where I trace the 

continuation of the search for self in the four main protagonists of the 

novel.  I examine DeLillo’s inclusion of terrorism in Mao II and consider how 

this introduction of a new type of warfare can be understood as a new 

cause of anxiety for Americans.  I end my thesis by focusing on Falling 

Man, where I again look at the progression of the search for self, how 



terrorism has continued to evolve from Mao II, and how it continues to 

affect the protagonists in these novels.   

The major themes that DeLillo focuses on in these novels are 

grounded in conflicts between the two most recent literary movements: 

modernism and postmodernism.  This statement, however benign it may 

seem, brings to light numerous conflicts.  Postmodernism is not a critically 

recognized period of literature; it has no agreed-upon historical time 

period, and its characteristics vary from theorist to theorist.  In the past five 

decades it has become a debated term with often ambiguous 

connotations.  Notwithstanding these obstacles, many have still 

attempted to define postmodernism.  Linda Hutcheon, in A Poetics of 

Postmodernism: History, Theory, Fiction, explains postmodernism as “[…] a 

contradictory phenomenon, one that uses and abuses, installs and then 

subverts, the very concepts it challenges […]” (3).  Charles Jencks, in What 

is post-modernism?, claims that “[…] in post-modern literature there is a 

social motive for using past forms in an ironic way” (31).  When compared 

with modernism, postmodernism  

 

[…] always carries the injunction to cross 
territories, break down modernist specialization, 
hybridise discourses, attack false boundaries.  […] 
Postmodern fiction inscribes itself within 
conventional discourses in order to subvert them.  
It incorporates cultural realities in order to 



challenge them: a double coding as strategy 
(Jencks, 32). 

 

Although many consider postmodernist literature to have its true origins 

with the closing of World War II, the ambiguous nature of postmodernism 

makes it impossible to locate in a specific time frame.  As postmodernist 

literature works within a genre in order to subvert the components of that 

genre, many have attempted to apply the title of “postmodern” to texts 

that far pre-date the advent of World War II.  Many have argued that 

such texts as Miguel de Cervantes’ The Ingenious Hidalgo Don Quixote of 

La Mancha, Laurence Sterne’s The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, 

and Thomas Carlyle’s Sartor Resartus are postmodern because these texts 

all comment on and criticize the then-current literary conventions.  What 

has yet to be made is a defined distinction between satire, parody and 

postmodernism.  For the purposes of this thesis I treat postmodernist 

literature as an intact literary movement whose origins coincides with the 

advent of World War II.   

Using the definitions of Hutcheon and Jencks, we can begin to 

understand postmodernism as a movement that is working within the 

defined components of modernism in order to subvert them.  Looking at 

David Harvey, and his book The Condition of Postmodernity: An Enquiry 

Into the Origins of Cultural Change, we can start to understand some of 

the aspects of modernism; Harvey characterizes modernist literature by its 



attempt to break from “preceding historical conditions” (12) and by its 

belief in “linear progress, [and] absolute truths (35).  Postmodernism breaks 

from these components of modernism, as it does not promote the 

concept of linear progression that ends in a single truth.  Postmodernism in 

DeLillo is constituted by a search – specifically for the American self – that 

began with modernism.  DeLillo is not discrediting the modernist search for 

self; rather he is attempting to continue this search, and through his novels 

he is demonstrating how this search is still changing and evolving. 

Essential to the search for self in all of these novels is a conflict built into 

the search.  The search for self that DeLillo portrays in his novels is older 

than modernism, but what makes it postmodern is the anachronism of the 

search: in DeLillo’s works, protagonists are looking for a modernist notion 

of self.  Theron Britt examines this concept of a search for the modernist 

notion of self in the works of Don DeLillo in his article “White Noise and the 

American Novel.”  Britt claims that the loss of identity in DeLillo stems from 

the older notion of the modernist loss of self, as postmodern identity 

“retains a remnant of […] modernism’s inward turn, in the form of a 

posited basic human desire or need for a stable autonomous identity” 

(114).  In modernist terms the loss of self is based on “the conception of 

the individual as an autonomous moral agent and source of value 

struggling against a corruptive culture” (Britt, 103-4).  However the loss of 

self in DeLillo differs from this model as  



 

the very nature of the individual is in question 
and can no longer be assumed as a source of 
value; the individual is better conceived in the 
postmodern period as a subject who is a site of 
contestation for various social codes (Britt, 108).   

 

DeLillo’s search for self directly contradicts modernism in that it cannot be 

“accomplished by ignoring society and looking inward to some intrinsic 

truth” (Britt, 114).  Mark Osteen also examines the crisis of self and search 

for the self in DeLillo’s novels.  In his article “The Nature of the Diminishing 

Self” Osteen claims that the main characters in DeLillo’s works have an 

inclination towards pursuing  

 

an origin that is also an end: each narrows 
himself to discover either a life governed by rules 
that obviate the need for thought or an end to 
life itself.  Each narrator strives to reduce 
competing impulses and discourses into a single-
line story that moves inexorably toward perfect, 
violent closure.  But none of them find the 
solution to their malaise […] (Osteen, 32). 

 

DeLillo’s characters are ultimately left empty-handed in their search for 

self.  Our world, our country, the same world that DeLillo’s characters 

populate within these novels, is filled with postmodern ailments – 

hindrances that are distinctly postmodern in nature, and that keep 

DeLillo’s protagonists’ from discovering themselves.   



In understanding these hindrances it is essential to examine Jean 

Baudrillard’s “The Precession of Simulacra.”  In his essay Baudrillard defines 

the concept of simulacra as the occurrence of an original thing being 

replaced by its copy.  Effecting a loss of the real, simulacra are in effect 

“the generation of models of a real without origin or reality: a hyperreal” 

(Baudrillard, 2).  In essence, copies of “things” (events, places, people) are 

being used to replace the original “things” they were copied from, with 

the original then being forgotten.  Baudrillard uses Jorge Luis Borges’ map 

fable from A Universal History of Infamy to explicate his concept of 

simulacrum.  In the fable a map of Argentina is created that is so exact as 

to be the same size as the country – a perfect copy that takes the place 

of its original.  Because of simulacra it becomes no longer possible “to 

prove [that something is] real” (Baudrillard, 21).  DeLillo’s characters are 

affected by Baudrillard’s conception of simulacra in that they suffer from 

the stress of the absence of origin in the postmodern world.  In DeLillo’s 

novels the main producer of simulacra in the world is technology.  For 

DeLillo “[s]ophisticated devices cause people to lose conviction [making 

them] more easily shaped, swayed, influenced” (DeLillo, 27).2  Using Arno 

Heller’s “Simulacrum vs. Death: An American Dilemma in Don DeLillo’s 

White Noise,” one can see the relationship between DeLillo’s characters, 

                                                
2 From “American Blood” (see 1) 



technology, and Baudrillard’s concept of simulacra.  When it comes to 

the self and simulacra in DeLillo’s novels, Heller states that  

 

DeLillo’s central concern […] is that the 
ubiquitous predominance of a technologically 
and electronically generated hyperreality may 
increasingly encroach upon human identity, 
eventually leading to a numbing of the senses, to 
self-alienation and ultimately to an all-pervasive 
fear of death and non-existence (Heller, 37). 

 

Heller claims that the postmodern conflicts in DeLillo’s novels emerge from 

a form of “dystopian satire of contemporary America” which is working to 

expose America’s “excessive commodification and consumerism, its 

violence – and most conspicuously – its accelerating absorption into an 

artificial pseudo-world of simulacra” (Heller, 37).  Leonard Wilcox, in his 

essay “Baudrillard, DeLillo’s ‘White Noise,’ and the End of Heroic 

Narrative,” also explores how Baudrillard influences these novels.  For 

Wilcox the worlds of DeLillo’s novels rely heavily on the same concepts 

that Baudrillard grapples with in his theoretical writings.  It is in this world 

that “images, signs and codes engulf objective reality; signs become 

more real than reality and stand in for the world they erase” (Wilcox, 346-

47).  This pseudo-world of simulacra and the perceived loss of the real in 

DeLillo’s novels obstructs his characters’ search for themselves.   



A further hindrance in the search for self is the continuation of mass 

disillusionment that follows war, another motif explored in modernist 

literature.  What begins as a male anxiety after World War I becomes a 

distinctly American anxiety in postmodernism.  Paul Fussell’s The Great War 

and Modern Memory focuses on the change in literature that takes place 

during and after World War I.  Fussell’s main focus in his work is examining 

and understanding how “places and situations” intersect with “literary 

tradition and real life” (Fussell, IX).  Fussell claims that the Great War is such 

“a hideous embarrassment to the prevailing Meliorist myth which had 

dominated the public consciousness for a century” that it can be 

understood to have essentially “reversed the Idea of Progress” (Fussell, 8).  

Before the war “values appeared stable” and “the meanings of 

abstractions seemed permanent and reliable”; but after the war this 

changes, as people no longer hold the same “Meliorist” sentiments 

(Fussell, 21).  With this disillusionment, and change in general sentiments, 

comes a change in literature.  Fussell comments that the pre-war literary 

scene becomes “hard to imagine,” as 

 

[t]here was no Waste Land, with its rats’ alley, dull 
canals, and dead men who have lost their 
bones: it would take four years of trench warfare 
to bring these to consciousness.  There was no 
Ulysses, no Mauberley, no Cantos, no Kafka, no 
Proust, no Waugh, no Auden, no Huxley, no 
Cummings, no Women in Love or Lady 



Chatterley’s Lover.  There was no “Valley of 
Ashes” in The Great Gatsby.  One read Hardy 
and Kipling and Conrad and frequented worlds 
of traditional moral action delineated in 
traditional moral language (Fussell, 23). 

 

Modernism doesn’t begin to take shape as a movement until after World 

War I.  This impact of war on literature is repeated with postmodernism 

and World War II.  In the same way that Fussell attempts to convey how 

“life feeds materials to literature while literature returns the favor by 

conferring forms upon life” (Fussell, IX), DeLillo is trying to convey how 

technology and the current issues in American culture feed and change 

literature.  If we consider the beginnings of postmodernism to occur with 

the onset of World War II, then DeLillo’s novels can be understood to 

explore how postmodernism is continuing to develop into the present day.  

By including terrorism, a distinctly new type of warfare, DeLillo is also 

demonstrating how postmodernism continues to trace the impact of war 

on literature.  As the impact that terrorism has on the postmodern novel 

mirrors that of World War I on the modernist novel, warfare in sense can be 

considered an impediment to the search for self. 

“Inventing the Primitive”: The Search for Self in Don DeLillo’s Americana 

 

Although Americana is considered a failure by critics and is often 

overlooked by literary scholars, it is also Don DeLillo’s most fundamental 



novel, as the themes that DeLillo explores in Americana are continually 

revisited in his later works.  The most important of these themes is the idea 

of an endemic American “search for self.”  The main protagonist is a man 

who, dissatisfied with life, embarks on a spiritual journey of self discovery.  

This is not a ground-breaking plot, as DeLillo is simply continuing the 

modernist tradition of a search for self.  What is introduced with 

Americana is DeLillo’s treatment of this search, and his attempt to make it 

distinctly postmodern.  DeLillo uses David Bell as a representative of a new 

post-World War II American protagonist, in effect “inventing the primitive,” 

as he re-invents the American protagonist to reflect the postmodern 

world.  This phrase, this concept of “invention,” is spoken by David twice 

within the text.  It first appears as David, who is narrating the events of the 

novel from some unknown point in the future, reminisces about his work on 

his filmed autobiography: 

 

The illusion of motion was barely relevant.  
Perhaps it wasn’t a movie I was creating so much 
as a scroll, a delicate bit of papyrus that feared 
discovery.  Veterans of the film industry would 
swear the whole thing pre-dated Edison’s 
kinetoscope.  My answer to them is simple.  It 
takes centuries to invent the primitive (DeLillo, 
238). 

 

The second appearance of this concept in the novel occurs when Austin 

Wakely, an actor in David’s film, criticizes the autobiography; David’s 



response is “I’m inventing the primitive” (DeLillo, 283).  DeLillo, by re-

defining and re-creating the modernist plot of searching for one’s self, is 

working to change the way the American protagonist is represented.  In 

taking the older modernist tradition of a search for self and changing it to 

reflect current issues in American culture, DeLillo is attempting to “re-

invent” the search for self in the American novel.   

The self that David is trying to achieve in the novel can be 

understood as an outdated modernist form of selfhood, which is, of course 

unattainable as it comes into conflict with the postmodern world in which 

he exists.  In the novel DeLillo links David to modernism by creating a 

connection between him and James Joyce’s last great modern 

protagonist, Stephen Dedalus of Ulysses.  As a college student, David 

identifies himself with Dedalus (DeLillo, 143), claiming that the book Ulysses 

“was [his] sacred scroll” (DeLillo, 145).  As defined by Harvey, modernist 

literature entails a search for a single answer, and in his search for self 

David is looking for the single answer to his unhappiness.  David is a 

modernist character in that he is searching for the unifying modernist 

notion that there exists an “absolute truth.”  In the novel, David’s obsession 

with the creation of his film can be understood to represent the “key” to 

finding him self.  At the same instance that David is acting as a modern 

protagonist he is demonstrating himself to be a postmodernist character 

in that he is re-interrupting his own history, and re-configuring his own 



memories, as he inserts fictitious narratives into his autobiography, in order 

to find this modernist notion of one truth.  In this way DeLillo is creating a 

new postmodern trope in the character of David Bell as David becomes 

the symbol of a “postmodern everyman.”   

In David’s search for self he struggles with postmodern hindrances; 

the main hindrance in the novel is the existence of simulacra.  Simulacra 

and the loss of the real affect David in the form of technology, namely 

photography and film.  In an attempt to find and understand himself 

David uses film to recreate his past; he creates an autobiography with 

actors that re-enact important events and memories from his 

adolescence and young adulthood.  But in creating this film David also 

creates events that never actually took place within his life, such as the 

scene of his father re-telling his involvement in the Bataan Death march.  

David’s father never shared these events with him; rather David gathers 

the historical background information for this scene from a local library 

and invents a narrative that simulates what a re-telling of this event by his 

father would have looked and sounded like.   

David’s use of film and his re-creation of historical events and 

narratives evoke the work of Hayden White and his essay “Historical Text 

as Literary Artifact.”  In his article White questions the tenuous relationship 

between fiction and non-fiction.  He claims that all history is in essence 



fiction, stating that “[…] there has been a reluctance to consider historical 

narratives as what they most manifestly are: verbal fictions, the contents 

of which are as much invented as found […]” (White, 82).  By making this 

claim White is essentially equating the writing of history and historical 

narratives to the writing of fiction.  Although White’s argument does not 

directly address film, he does address the use of historical narratives as a 

form of creative fiction, and David’s film – his autobiography – can be 

understood as his own historical narrative.  As an autobiography, David’s 

film should be historically accurate, but it is not as David re-invents his 

personal history for the film, putting in fictitious narratives.  By re-creating 

his past memories on film David is simultaneously creating a simulacrum of 

his past, and equating his past experiences with fiction.   

David’s autobiography becomes a postmodern issue in the book 

because David's scripted film effectively replaces his own memories; 

hence David’s use of film as a means to help find himself ultimately fails.  

In his article “For Whom Bell Tolls: Don DeLillo’s Americana” David Cowart 

examines David’s inability to find himself.  Cowart claims that Americana 

represents a re-thinking of identity and alienation as a theme in American 

Literature after the end of World War II (Cowart, 602).  DeLillo’s David Bell 

has to deal with the fact that “postmodern identity is not something 

temporarily eclipsed, [and not] something ultimately recoverable” 

(Cowart, 602).  DeLillo uses David Bell as “a postmodernist exemplar, a 



dazzling demonstration of the subject’s inability to know a definitive 

version of itself” (Cowart, 604).  In this sense DeLillo’s real subject can be 

understood as the “insidious pathology of America itself, a nation unable, 

[…] to achieve self-knowledge” (Cowart, 610).  David Bell, in his failure to 

find himself, can thus be understood as indicative of a larger American 

reality, a reality in which the traditional notions of self no longer exist.  

Unlike Hemingway’s Nick Adams, DeLillo’s protagonists cannot “fish the 

Big Two-Hearted to put themselves back together” (Cowart, 602).  The loss 

of identity and the search for self in a postmodernist novel becomes more 

complicated than it had previously been in a modernist novel.  David is 

essentially handicapped by the postmodern culture.   

The inability to achieve self-knowledge in postmodern culture is tied 

to consumerism.  David is very much a part of, and a contributor to, 

American commercialism and consumerism.  His first introduction to 

consumerism comes at an early age as his father exposes David to 

American consumer culture and mass media.  As an ad agent David’s 

father spent quality time with his children by having them watch and 

analyze commercials in their basement.  After college, David, with the 

help of his father, takes a job at a television network, and continues his 

participation in American mass media culture.  This job, and David’s 

experiences with his father as a young boy, can be understood to 

influence David in his decision to use film as his central tool to find himself.  



Film is a part of American consumer culture, but, for David, it also takes on 

a religious connotation.  Going to the movies as a young boy, David 

remarks: “I was glad I had not asked anyone to come to the movies with 

me [as] [t]his was religion and it needed privacy” (DeLillo, 135).  David 

recognizes “the true power of the image” as an adolescent when he 

goes to see From Here to Eternity (DeLillo, 12).  For David “the possibilities 

of film [are] endless” (DeLillo, 33), a statement which testifies to the power 

and mutability of the image, as not only are the possibilities for 

representation endless, but the power behind images are inherently 

religious.  This is why he uses film as the medium for his own historical 

narrative.  DeLillo, however, does not view the commercial aspects of 

American culture in a positive light; instead he considers consumerism to 

be “a form of mass anesthesia.  It has its own artificial and dulling 

language, its four-color mosaic of images and patterns.  It causes 

unfulfilled desires to rise above the rooftops.  It makes people lonely” 

(DeLillo, “American Blood,” 27).   

In his article “Children of Godard and Coca-Cola: Cinema and 

Consumerism in Don DeLillo’s Early Fiction,” Mark Osteen examines the 

strong link between cinematic representation and consumer culture in 

DeLillo’s novels.  Osteen claims that David’s search for originality, 

demonstrated by his attempt to make his movie, is futile as it is “based 

upon an outmoded notion of originality and identity no longer 



recuperable in postmodern America” (Osteen, 451).  David, however, is 

blind to this notion as he cannot see outside the film culture in which he 

exists.  David’s journey throughout the novel is characterized by the 

conflict between consumerism and self-identity.  He uses film, a medium 

with its vast revenue generating powers, and a commercial market 

directly related to consumerism, as his tool to find himself.  As much as 

David tries to create an atmosphere of artistic reverence, he is still unable 

to escape the commercial and technological connotation of film making.  

This connection between consumerism and technology in the novel is 

further explored by Bruce Bawer in his article “Don DeLillo’s America.”  

Bawer claims that the characters in DeLillo’s novels are at heart alienated 

from their “humanness” because of technology; in essence technology 

works to distance people from their humanity (35).  David’s use of 

technology and his assignment of religious connotations to film are 

ultimately understood as detrimental as they further hinder him in his 

journey. 

David’s misguided use of technology in his search for selfhood 

extends to automobiles, which he also views as religious objects.  His 

journey towards self discovery begins with a pilgrimage westward.  His 

drive west arises from the aura he attaches to cars, and the act of driving.  

He tells Sullivan that he wants to drive cross country because he wants “to 

do something more religious” (DeLillo, 10).  He later comments that his red 



Mustang is an “infinitely more religious vehicle than the T-bird [he] owned 

in college” (DeLillo, 111).  He tells Pike’s “girl” that he cannot fly out West 

because his journey “is a religious journey.  Planes aren’t religious yet.  

Cars are religious” (DeLillo, 49).  David’s obsession with cars and driving 

does not deviate from American literary convention: the journey 

westward is for David just as religious as manifest destiny rendered it in the 

nineteenth-century, but his use of technology makes it postmodern.   

Near the end of David’s journey westward he meets a man named 

Clevenger, who works as a “superintendent-in-chief of a test track for 

automobile and truck tires”; this meeting reinforces the religious 

associations of car travel in the novel (DeLillo, 348).  For David, Clevenger 

is a perfect representative of American “Western” mentality.  David turns 

Clevenger into a kind of false idol, making him into his own cowboy 

prophet:  

 

There was a revolver in there, a long-barreled 
thing, probably a .45, and I wondered how often 
he took target practice or in his mind fired from 
the speeding car, knocking off coyotes, redskins, 
small foreign automobiles.  And now he was 
doubly screened behind stained windshield and 
sunglasses, bowed low in his cool church, and I 
knew this was why I was with him, to search out 
the final extreme, the bible as weapon, the lean 
hunt of the godfearing man for the child who 
confounded his elders.  Clevenger drove with 
one hand (DeLillo, 362). 



 

As a modern cowboy Clevenger runs his test track in what is seemingly the 

symbolic middle of the desert – the “west” that David has been searching 

for; he invites David to work at his company; however, David’s relationship 

with Clevenger ends in disappointment, as he turns away from him in 

disgust at the debauchery that exists in Clevenger’s world.  David’s disgust 

with Clevenger causes him to end his journey, as it is after his final scene 

with Clevenger that he leaves the test track and returns to New York. 

Throughout the novel David continually adds religious significance 

to specific aspects of American life and consumerism.  Again, DeLillo is 

taking something “primitive,” here referring to a protagonist’s use of 

religion to achieve self discovery, and attempting to make it distinctly 

American and postmodern.  In the novel David’s conception of religion is 

connected with his relationship and memories of his mother.  For David his 

mother is representative of traditional American Christianity.  Ann Bell was 

raised with conventional American family concepts, believing and 

teaching David that “the minister and the doctor are the heart of every 

community” (DeLillo, 139).  She invited their local Reverend, Reverend 

Potter, into the house for “informal discussions every few weeks” about 

religion and current events (DeLillo, 140).  As a child David’s mother would 

recite to him “little fables about Jesus,” and how Jesus would help his 

mother with little chores around the house (DeLillo, 137).  Ann 



domesticates religion and becomes the key influence for all of David’s 

religious sentiments. 

David’s relationship with his mother, however, is ultimately 

unhealthy.  Ann should function as a representative of the ideal American 

housewife and mother; however, DeLillo problematizes this ideal by 

presenting Ann as a deeply disturbed individual.  Ann’s mental health is 

brought into question within the narrative by David’s sister Mary:  

 

“Leave this house,” she said.  “As soon as you 
can, get out of here.  Run like hell, David.  This 
place is haunted and everybody in it is haunted.  
Mother is terribly ill.  And if she goes, if she slides 
all the way out, she’ll try to take you with her.  I 
know her, David.  I’m the only one who knows 
her” (DeLillo, 140). 

 

Because Ann feels closer to David than any of his sisters, claiming that her 

daughters belong to his father and that David is hers and no one else’s 

(DeLillo, 178), she tells him and no one else about her rape (DeLillo, 139).  

This incident that she reveals to David reveals to the reader the sexual 

overtones that exist within their mother/son relationship; these overtones 

become blatantly incestuous, as seen in a sexual episode during David’s 

teenage years: 

 



She was before me now, looking up, her hands 
on my shoulders.  The sense of tightness I had felt 
in my room was beginning to yield to a promise 
of fantastic release.  It was going to happen.  
Whatever would happen.  The cage would 
open, the mad bird soar, and I would cry in epic 
joy and pain at the freeing of a single moment, 
the beginning of time.  Then I heard my father’s 
bare feet on the stairs.  That was all (DeLillo, 196-
97). 

 

It is during David’s journey Westward that he succeeds in having symbolic 

sex with his mother by having sex with Sullivan, whom he consciously 

sleeps with as a means of satisfying his desire to sleep with his mother.  

While they’re having sex, David mentally repeats the same two words: 

“lewd” and “abomination” (DeLillo, 332-33).  After they have had sex, 

David mentions that he “smelled the cookies baking,” and that his “black 

wish was fulfilled” (DeLillo, 334).  He knows his obsession with sleeping with 

his mother is wrong, yet pursues it to its pseudo-fruition.  This sexual 

relationship with his mother, who acts as the center of David’s relationship 

with and understanding of religion, severely handicaps David.  The linking 

of Christianity with his mother irreversibly warps David’s understanding of 

Christianity; this is why it is possible for him to give religious significance to 

things that normally are considered completely secular.  David’s warped 

sense of religion coupled with his assignment of religious meaning to 

aspects of American consumerism highlights the fact that he is using an 

outdated means of self discovery; he is inadvertently combining older 



methods of self discovery with aspects of American culture that are linked 

to postmodernism, thus making it impossible for him to succeed in his 

journey of self discovery. 

It is also David’s relationship with his mother that first elicits anxiety 

about death.  Ann dies of ovarian cancer at a relatively young age, and 

it is her death that begins David’s obsession with youth and death.  Death, 

for DeLillo, is another distinctly postmodern American obsession.  In his 

book, The Denial of Death, Ernest Becker explores America’s obsession 

with death.  Ernest Becker’s main claim is that  

 

the idea of death, the fear of it, haunts the 
human animal like nothing else; it is a mainspring 
of human activity – activity designed largely to 
avoid the fatality of death, to overcome it by 
denying in some way that it is the final destiny of 
man (Becker, IX).   

 

What is different in the works of DeLillo – what makes this fear postmodern, 

rather than just human – is that “Modern Westerners” fear death more 

than primitive man because they no longer believe “that death is the 

ultimate promotion, the final ritual elevation to a higher form of life, to the 

enjoyment of eternity in some form” (Becker, IX).  The modern man suffers 

from an “overproduction of truth that cannot be consumed” (Becker, X).  

A flood of information brought on by technology has worked to alienate 



people from the idea of death as the ultimate promotion.  Benjamin Bird, 

in his article “Don DeLillo’s Americana: From Third- to First-Person 

Consciousness,” looks at how David is affected by his fear of death.  Bird 

claims that DeLillo uses Bell to represent an archetype of “American 

pathology,” a pathology rooted in “death-anxiety,” which DeLillo presents 

as “being endemic to American culture and causing Bell to fear and 

avoid subjective mental experience” (Bird, 186).  David’s fear of death 

causes him to close himself off from the world around him, as “his 

consciousness does not offer him reliable access to the world,” [making] 

“it impossible for him to create any recognizable form of selfhood” (Bird, 

185). 

For David, his death anxiety manifests itself in his anxiousness over his 

physical appearance.  He is obsessed with the ages of his fellow 

employees in the work place; he has to be the youngest in his level of 

authority at the network.  David wants to be a physically healthy and 

strong man, as seen by his attitude towards sports, and his fight with Wild 

and Brand.  He constantly asks women to judge him based on his physical 

appearance and becomes upset if he feels de-valued by their opinion.  

What Becker and Bird classify as the American pathology of death anxiety 

becomes a physiological handicap for David.  His obsession with youth 

and appearance is one of the major reasons he does not change at the 

end of the novel, as he begins and ends the novel by checking a mirror to 



see if he has any dandruff.  References to his dandruff in fact appear 

three times in the novel, not only creating a perverse holy trinity, but 

demonstrating how David is unable to change on his spiritual journey of 

self discovery. 

The death anxiety that characterizes contemporary culture and 

paralyzes David in his search for self is connected to war.  The events of 

the book take place during the Vietnam conflict, and there are several 

references to Vietnam and World War II throughout David’s narrative.  

Fundamental to modernism is the theme of disillusionment in literature 

after World War I; postmodernism carries on this tradition as it deals with 

American disillusionment after World War II.  In the novel David is 

effectively sandwiched in between two wars, as the novel takes place 

during the Vietnam conflict, and he is heavily affected by his father’s 

participation in the Bataan Death march.  His father served in World War II, 

and his alienation and inability to openly cope with his experiences 

outwardly affects David.  As mentioned before, David re-creates his 

father’s war experience by combining shared memories and experiences 

culled from library research along with one true event that he knows 

happened to his father: he buried a man alive (DeLillo, 292-298).  David 

feels disconnected from his father which is why he creates a narrative for 

him in his autobiography.  By creating this narrative he is attempting not 

only to understand his father, but to understand a part of himself.  In the 



novel David does not serve during the Vietnam War, but, then, none of 

DeLillo’s protagonists serve during a war.  These are not novels about war 

heroes facing the inevitable uncertainty that comes with having survived 

a World War; DeLillo is not interested in writing about Nick Adams or Jake 

Barnes, Ernest Hemingway’s survivors of World War I.  Rather, the anxiety 

felt over war in these novels, and in the postmodern novel, changes from 

that of a modern novel because the nature of war itself is changing.  

David struggles to use these wars, World War II and Vietnam, to define 

himself just as other Americans struggle to understand both wars and how 

they are affected by them as individuals. 

David ends the novel without succeeding in his search for self; 

instead, the reader is left with the insinuation that David is living off in 

obscurity on a remote and distant island still watching and adding 

segments to his film, thus he is still looking for a modernist notion of self.  

David’s link to modernism negatively affects him in that it impacts the 

methods which he uses in his search for self.  He at first turns to religion to 

help find himself, as his journey Westward carries a distinctly religious 

connotation, yet his attempt to use religion fails because of two key 

factors: he combines with religion postmodern ailments, namely 

technology and consumerism, and he defines religion through his troubled 

relationship with his mother.  The search for self becomes a commonplace 

issue in DeLillo’s novels.  Although war only plays a cursory role in 



Americana, it is important to see how David is affected by his father’s role 

in World War II, and by the then current conflict of the Vietnam war, as the 

effects of war in DeLillo’s novels will continue to grow and become much 

more widespread, specifically in Mao II and Falling Man. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The “curious knot”: Self and Terrorism in Mao II 

 

In contrast to Americana, Mao II is one of Don DeLillo’s most 

critically acclaimed novels; published in 1991, Mao II makes its debut after 

the success of White Noise and Libra, two of DeLillo’s most renowned 

works.  Mao II follows the journey of Bill Gray, an author who is struggling to 

overcome his writer’s block and publish his newest book.  The novel 

continues David Bell’s journey of self discovery, but with one key 

difference: instead of one main protagonist searching for self in the novel 

DeLillo presents the reader with four main protagonists, each on his own 



individual search for self.  All of the aspects of David’s journey are mirrored 

in the four main protagonists of Mao II, as each character uses one key 

method to achieve self discovery.  Karen Janney, Scott Martineau, Bill 

Gray, and Brita Nilsson are each facing a “crisis of self” directly caused by 

the same postmodern issues that David Bell faces in Americana.  

Baudrillard’s concept of simulacra again becomes an important factor, 

not only in understanding the postmodern elements in the novel, but also 

in that the protagonists in the novel are each impacted by a loss of the 

real and origin as they search for ways to find themselves.  What changes 

from David’s Bell search for self – what is introduced – in Mao II is a new 

type of warfare: terrorism.  As war changes in the novel it will affect the 

search for self for the protagonists, especially for Bill and Brita. 

The book opens with a mass wedding at Yankee Stadium, in which 

Karen is a participant.  In her journey of self discovery Karen turns to 

religion to help find herself; however, this leads her into joining a religious 

cult.  She joins seeking a sense of origin, but ultimately loses her identity to 

the group mentality that exists within the cult.  Mark Eaton, in his article 

“Inventing Hope: The Question of Belief in White Noise and Mao II,” 

examines DeLillo’s use of faith and religion, and their relationship to 

postmodernism.  Eaton claims that  

 



whether [DeLillo’s] characters are challenging a 
positivist belief in the reality of the natural world 
or trying to hold on to their belief in some 
supernatural realm, belief in anything seems 
precarious at best, provisional or untenable at 
worst (Eaton, 144).   

 

Mao II shows “the damage belief sometimes causes in people’s lives, as 

well as the violence it often engenders in many parts of the world” (Eaton, 

153).  Karen’s spiritual awakening as a means to find herself is ultimately 

detrimental, as her need for religion drives her to give up her individual 

identity in exchange for the comfort of group mentality; belief and religion 

within the cult “becomes so all-consuming that it compels followers to 

give up their personal desires, their families, their very identities” (Eaton, 

154).  Instead of finding herself through religion, Karen loses her identity: 

while a member of this religious cult Karen allows her self to be married to 

a complete stranger, a Korean man named Kim, and to be confined to a 

van of women traveling around the country to sell flowers in an attempt to 

raise money for the church.  Eaton explains that Karen is willing to give up 

her identity because she “cannot live without the security of an ‘absolute 

being’ who provides, in her view, ‘a way out of weakness and confusion’” 

(154).  The religious doctrine of this cult, however, has less to do with 

spiritual enlightenment than it does with motivational marketing 

techniques.  As a member of the cult, Karen lives in a van with up to 

fifteen other women, selling flowers and chanting merchandising mantras, 



such as “make the goal” and “grab the cash” to help encourage them to 

sell and earn money (DeLillo, 13).  The cult combines aspects of American 

consumerism with religion, just as David Bell endows film and cars with 

religiosity in Americana.  When this need for an origin – an answer to the 

loss of the real – cannot be satisfied by following the cult, Karen, led by 

Scott, turns to Bill as a figurehead and leader.  After Bill’s disappearance, 

however, Karen returns to the reassurance of the cult doctrine; again 

returning to the comfort of crowd mentality, she becomes entangled in a 

slum community. 

In the novel Scott attempts to use literature as a way to help him 

find himself, and, like Karen, falls into a pseudo-form of worship for 

comfort; instead of joining a religion, Scott enters into a form of idol 

worship as Bill’s assistant.  After reading and becoming inspired by Bill’s 

works, Scott decides he has to meet him.  He describes his journey to find 

Bill as “his journey out of nonbeing.”  He starts by writing “ambitious and 

self-searching” letters to Bill, letters that are “filled with things a luckless boy 

wants to say to a writer whose work has moved him” (DeLillo, 57-8).  He 

hunts Bill down and becomes his full-time secretary, micro-managing 

every aspect of his life.  Once Scott finds Bill, he feels that his life is 

complete, and thus gives up his past, his personal history, and identity.  

Everything that occurs before Scott’s association with Bill disappears, as his 

life only takes on meaning when he finds him: “he had a life now and 



that’s what mattered” (DeLillo, 60).  Even after Bill’s disappearance Scott 

stays in the house with Karen, organizing and making lists.  The act of list-

making and organizing becomes a ritual for Scott, as he uses it to cope 

with Bill’s absence:  

 

The point of these lists and tasks seemed to be 
that when you performed each task and crossed 
off the corresponding item on the list and stood 
finally and self-reliantly in a list-free environment 
[…] you were proving to yourself that you could 
go on alone” (DeLillo, 139). 

 

Although Scott, through the use of this coping mechanism, seems to be 

preparing himself for the fact that Bill may not return, he still holds onto the 

fantasy of a reunion with Bill: 

 

Bill’s return would not be complete without 
Scott, of course.  When the time was right Bill 
would contact him.  A phone call, a few terse 
instructions.  Scott would deal with the house and 
furnishings, all the legalities of selling and closing, 
and he would spend many days packing 
manuscripts and books and shipping them to Bill 
and would then work out the final quiet 
arrangements and do last little things and drive 
off in the long night to join Bill and make their 
new beginning (DeLillo, 143). 

 

Just as Karen surrenders her identity to the cult in an attempt to find 

herself, Scott surrenders his identity in order to follow Bill.   



Throughout the novel, Bill uses his image as an author to define 

himself both figuratively and literally in the form of photographs.  Bill’s 

downfall, however, is that he becomes lost in his own image as a writer, 

much like David gets lost in his image as a trendy television executive.  The 

novel opens with Bill as a renowned author who has gone into seclusion 

while writing his next book.  He finishes the book, but refuses to publish it, 

instead going through countless revisions.  His inability to publish stems 

from the fact that his fame as a writer extends more from his seclusion 

than from the notoriety of his first books, as Scott explains to Brita: 

 

Bill is at the height of his fame.  Ask me why.  
Because he hasn’t published in years and years 
and years.  When his books first came out, and 
people forget this or never knew it, they made a 
slight sort of curio impression.  I’ve seen the 
reviews.  Bric-a-brac, like what’s this little oddity.  
It’s the years since that made him big.  Bill gained 
celebrity by doing nothing.  The world caught up.  
Reprint after reprint.  We make a nice steady 
income […] We could make a king’s whatever, 
multimillions, with the new book.  But it would be 
the end of as a myth, a force.  Bill gets bigger as 
his distance from the scene deepens (DeLillo, 52). 

 

Bill is in essence trapped by his own image as a reclusive author, and the 

fame of his previous novels.  He cannot separate himself from the 

notoriety of his earlier works, and thus begins to feel trapped by it.  Michel 



Foucault, in his essay “What is an Author?,” explores the idea that the 

author’s presence cannot be separated from the text, stating: 

 

The author explains the presence of certain 
events within a text, as well as their 
transformations, distortions, and their various 
modifications.  […] In addition, the author serves 
to neutralize the contradictions that are found in 
a series of texts.  Governing this function is the 
belief that there must be – at a particular level of 
an author’s thought, of his conscious or 
unconscious desire – a point where contradictions 
are resolved, where the incompatible elements 
can be shown to relate to one another or to 
cohere around a fundamental and originating 
contradiction (Foucault, 1630). 

 

The author becomes his work and is then defined through his canon.  Bill, 

fulfilling Foucault’s argument, becomes inseparable from his literary body 

of work.  He loses his identity as an individual to the fame of his novels, 

illustrating the replacement of an original, in this case Bill, with its 

simulacrum, the image he has created of himself as a reclusive author.  His 

fame supersedes the importance and meaning of his novels.  As in 

Americana, technology in Mao II creates simulacra.  The photographs of 

Bill, (taken by Brita with the purpose of increasing the mystery behind his 

seclusion) replace Bill altogether.  The photos are so effective in replacing 

Bill that he no longer has to publish his book, as Scott remarks: “We have 

the pictures, let’s use them to advantage.  The book disappears into the 



image of the writer” (DeLillo, 71).  His books disappear into him, and he 

disappears into his own photo image.  Bill Gray’s “self” is replaced by his 

reputation, his “image” as a writer, and his actual image as a photo.  Bill, 

like Karen and Scott, fails to find himself as his final attempt, a journey to 

rescue a French poet from terrorists, ends in his death. 

Photography plays a fundamental role in the novel, as it directly 

affects the outcomes of two of the main protagonists: Bill and Brita.  Bill’s 

photo not only replaces him, but in a way becomes his death warrant.  

Lying at the center of photography in the novel is Brita Nilsson, the photo-

journalist who is brought to Bill’s house to photograph him.  Brita, like 

Karen, Scott, and Bill, is also struggling with alienation from the 

postmodern world in which she lives.  Her main hindrance in her journey of 

self discovery deals with the issues of space in the novel.  In her article, 

“‘Here But Also There’: Subjectivity and Postmodern Space in Mao II,” 

Laura Barrett examines the idea of postmodern space in the novel, 

specifically how postmodern architecture affects space in Mao II.  Barrett 

argues that the characters in Mao II are affected by “the urban spaces in 

which [they] move,” as these spaces are filled with “images that 

constantly assault them”; what is taking place in the novel is “an erasure 

of boundaries – between inside and outside, reality and representation, 

time and space – [which] has engendered a loss of subjectivity” (Barrett, 

790).  Brita’s conflicts with space stem from her career as a photo-



journalist, especially from her professional need to travel; in the 

postmodern urban space in which she moves “identity is lost in travel 

itself” (Barrett, 790).  Brita never gains a feeling or sense of home; rather, 

she is alienated by postmodern space wherever she travels in the novel.  

Through her issues with space she can be understood to relate to David 

Bell.  David goes West seeking a powerful religious space.  This search 

leads him to the small town in which he stays to film his autobiography, a 

space that he chooses because it is reminiscent of his childhood town; this 

search for a religious space also leads him to follow Clevenger.  Both of 

these events have negative consequences for David, and ultimately do 

not help him in his search for self.  Like David, Brita fails to find the 

comfortable space she is seeking.   

Brita’s journey for self discovery is distinctly different from the other 

protagonists in Mao II, in that it becomes more complex because of her 

links to photography, terrorism, and space.  Brita’s work as a 

photographer gives her a power in the novel that the other characters 

lack; specifically she has the ability to take away and restore identity as 

she  

 

 uses [her] camera as an instrument akin to a pen 
as well as a gun: to inscribe the faces of famous 
writers and to restore identity forcibly to 
anonymous terrorists (Barrett, 802).   



 

By taking Bill’s photograph she is replacing him with his own image – 

thereby taking away his identity.  Later in the novel, however, she restores 

identity by removing a hood from a boy working for Rashid and taking his 

picture.  This ability to use film to take and restore identity separates her 

from the other protagonists in the novel.  Brita is an anomaly, when 

compared with Karen, Scott, and Bill.  Because of her relationship to 

photography she does not seem to fit with the other protagonists in Mao II, 

rather, she is more closely related to David Bell.  She takes on 

photography projects much the same way that David Bell takes on his film 

project: as a means of self discovery.  Both Brita and David also fail to gain 

identity in their respective uses of photography and film.  Brita’s power 

over others’ identities in the novel is ultimately ironic, as she is able to 

manipulate the identities of others through her work with photography, 

but is unable to fulfill her own journey of self discovery with her various 

projects. 

Brita’s work as a photographer also connects her to terrorism in the 

novel.  Terrorism plays a key role in Mao II, as not only does Bill get drawn 

into an attempt to free a French poet from his imprisonment by terrorists, 

an event which ultimately leads to his death, but Brita ends the novel with 

a visit to a Lebanese terrorist leader, named Abu Rashid.  In Mao II 

terrorism is ultimately linked to crowds, which foregrounds numerous 



components of America’s fear of terrorism.  DeLillo writes in American 

Blood, “In America, not crowds and power but the man in a small room, 

the solitary who dreams of killing the charismatic leader” is the instigator of 

terror (DeLillo, 27).  Americans are trained to fear the lone gunman.  

However with the rise in terrorism over the past two decades this attitude is 

changing.  The power that the terrorist leader has to create a mass of 

followers is what is proving more threatening to Americans.  This new 

fascination with crowds can be seen in regard to Brita and Karen.  Both 

Brita and Karen have a special relationship to crowds, as each has the 

ability to move seamlessly in and out of crowds.  This is seen by Brita’s 

ability to travel, and Karen’s entry into the slum community in the novel.  

Brita remains unaffected by crowds while Karen becomes obsessed with 

them.  Karen’s obsession begins when she enters the New York slum area, 

but continues to grow as she watches the televised events of Tiananmen 

square (DeLillo, 176-178), and the funeral procession of Ayatollah Ruhollah 

Khomeini (DeLillo, 188-193).  These scenes reflect both on the power of the 

“charismatic leader” and the crowd, as Karen becomes fascinated by 

the masses of people on the screen.  In his article, “Two’s a Crowd: Mao II, 

Coke II, and the Politics of Terrorism in Don DeLillo,” Richard Hardack 

explores the references to crowds in the novel, and how they relate to the 

portrayal of terrorism.  Hardack claims that the characters in Mao II suffer 

from anxiety over “mass identity and mass production” (Hardack, 374).  



The American notion of terrorism is “born from an acute fear of collective 

identity based in a long Western literary tradition of fetishizing the 

individual” (Hardack, 374).  Karen’s obsession with crowds then is linked to 

her fascination with mass identity.  While a member of the cult she is of 

course a member of a mass identity; Karen does not “fetishize” the 

individual rather she takes solace in being a part of a group mentality. 

In the novel terrorism threatens another aspect of American life – 

the power of the author – as the terrorist acts as the alter ego to the 

American writer.  Authorship and terrorism in Mao II are linked by a 

struggle for authority.  In the novel Bill tells Brita that 

 

 There’s a curious knot that binds novelists and 
terrorists.  In the West we become famous effigies 
as our books lose the power to shape and 
influence.  Do you ask your writers how they feel 
about this?  Years ago I used to think it was 
possible for a novelist to alter the inner life of the 
culture.  Now bomb-makers and gunmen have 
taken that territory.  They make raids on human 
consciousness.  What writers used to do before 
we were all incorporated (DeLillo, 41) 

 

In his article “What is a Terrorist?  Contemporary Authorship, the 

Unabomber, and Mao II,” Ryan Simmons claims that terrorism now holds 

“a form of cultural power” that authorship once held (Simmons, 675); 

DeLillo’s Mao II is essentially asking the question of whether “the former 



role of the author [has] been ceded to the terrorist,” as Bill Gray “worries 

that the traditional role of authors is giving way to that of terrorists” 

(Simmons, 675, 677).  The novelist can be understood in this sense as losing 

cultural importance and influence to terrorists.  This new form of warfare – 

this new influence on the individual – adds to the confusion within the self.  

The traditional cultural role of the novel, a role held in modernism, is being 

subverted by terrorism in the postmodern novel, as Scott, quoting Bill, tells 

Brita: 

 

 The novel used to feed our search for meaning.  
[…] It was the great secular transcendence.  The 
Latin mass of language, character, occasional 
new truth.  But our desperation has led us toward 
something larger and darker.  So we turn to the 
news, which provides an unremitting mood of 
catastrophe.  This is where we find emotional 
experience not available elsewhere.  We don’t 
need the novel.  […] We don’t even need 
castastrophes, necessarily.  We only need the 
reports and predicaments and warnings (DeLillo, 
72). 

 

As terrorism begins to influence culture, a role once held by the author, 

the individual is left with a feeling of apprehension and confusion.   

The search for self in Mao II fails as the novel ends with Karen, Scott, 

Bill, or Brita being unable to connect the modernist notion of self with the 

postmodern predicaments that have entered their world.  Karen and 



Scott simply fade out of the narrative with Bill’s death.  Bill ends his 

participation in the novel still trying to define and find the self in modernist 

terms, as he continues to follow his own theory that “every sentence has a 

truth waiting at the end of it and the writer learns how to know it when he 

finally gets there” (DeLillo, 48).  It is Brita who is given the final scene of the 

novel; after meeting with, and photographing Abu Rashid, Brita returns to 

her flat in East Beirut, where she becomes startled by the sound of a tank.  

Fearing an attack, she rushes to her balcony and is met with a scene of a 

wedding party dancing in the street, as a tank leads their procession.  

One can view this scene as a moment of hope in the novel, arguing that 

even through terrorist attacks and war moments of normalcy can still exist 

and flourish.  Brita remarks to herself that the wedding party “make[s] it 

seem only natural that a wedding might advance its resplendence with a 

free-lance tank as escort” (DeLillo, 240).  Even if we are to consider this 

scene a moment of hope; however, it ultimately has a foreboding quality, 

suggesting that just as terrorism is embedded in the everyday lives of 

Europeans and Middle Easterners, it will seep into the lives of Americans, 

as DeLillo’s most recent novel, Falling Man, illustrates. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

“We have fallen back in time and space”: Regression in Falling Man 

 

This catastrophic event changes the way we think and act, 
moment to moment, week to week, for unknown weeks and 
months to come, and steely years.  Our world, parts of our 
world, have crumbled into theirs, which means we are living 
in a place of danger and rage.3 

 

Falling Man, like Americana, and Mao II, focuses on a moment in 

the lives of its main characters that is representative of their struggle to 

find themselves.  In Americana David Bell reaches a crisis of self in his late-

twenties, while Bill Gray in Mao II faces the same dilemma due to his fame 

as an author.  The difference between these earlier protagonists and the 

protagonists from Falling Man is that while Americana and Mao II focus on 

trying to move forward, as David Bell and Bill Gray are each actively 

striving toward some goal or event in order to find themselves, and are in 

effect being held in place without their goals coming to fruition, the main 

characters in Falling Man attempt to move back – to regress.  The actions 

and events in Falling Man all are based in regression as both Keith and 

Lianne attempt to cope with the events of the September 11 terrorist 

attacks on the World Trade Center.  In December of 2001, three months 

                                                
3 From “In the Ruins of the Future,” page 33. 



after the attacks, DeLillo published an essay in Harper’s magazine titled 

“In the Ruins of the Future: Reflections on terror and loss in the shadow of 

September,” in which he comments on the attacks on the World Trade 

Center.  This article can be considered a precursor to Falling Man.  In it 

DeLillo writes that “[w]e seem pressed for time, all of us.  Time is scarcer 

now.  There is a sense of compression, plans made hurriedly, time forced 

and distorted” (DeLillo, 39).  These sentiments are illustrated in Falling Man 

as Keith and Lianne become “compressed” by the change that takes 

place within their lives.  The space around them changes after the 

attacks, and their actions, their regression, throughout the rest of the novel 

is motivated by an urge to establish normalcy. 

Immediately following the attacks Keith and Lianne stop progressing 

as individuals and attempt to regress to a more comfortable space; the 

first sign of their regression is their return to being a couple.  They revert to 

the living situation they had not only before the attacks, but before they 

became separated; in essence they are reverting to a moment of 

“normalcy” – husband and wife living together peacefully under one roof.  

Their relationship then moves into a pseudo state of limbo, as they return 

to living together, but do not attempt to define their relationship; as 

illustrated in a conversation between Lianne and her mother, Nina:  

 

“What have you discussed?” she said 



[ … ]“There’s nothing to discuss right now.  He 
needs to stay away from things, including 
discussions” (9).  

[ … ]“What’s next?  Don’t you ask yourself?  Not 
only next month.  Years to come.” 

“Nothing is next.  There is no next.  This is next.  
Eight years ago they planted a bomb in one of 
the towers.  Nobody said what’s next.  This was 
next.  The time to be afraid is when there’s no 
reason to be afraid.  Too late now” (DeLillo, 10). 

 

Lianne and Keith mimic the relationship they once had, and although 

they are not having sex they sleep in “the same bed because she [can] 

not tell him to use the sofa and because she [likes] having him […] next to 

her” (DeLillo, 18).  They are playing the part of husband and wife because 

it is what they knew before the confusion of the towers.  While her mother, 

Nina, is conscious about the future, Lianne is moving backwards into a 

known space of security. 

Regression in the novel is inherently connected with each 

protagonist’s formation and use of rituals as coping mechanisms, a 

common practice among DeLillo’s characters.  David Bell is always 

checking a mirror for dandruff, Jack Gladney of White Noise buys and 

collects “things,” and Scott Martineau obsessively organizes Bill Gray’s 

house.  For DeLillo ritual is the last defense against the outside world: 

 



Self-watchers, dwellers in random space.  If the 
world is where we hide from ourselves, what do 
we do when the world is no longer accessible?  
We devise mental formulas, intricate systems of 
ritual, repetition, inward spying.  (DeLillo, 
“American Blood,” 27). 

 

The use of ritual can also be seen as a response to the change in space, 

particularly the of loss of “normal” space, or rather the space that Keith 

and Lianne occupied before the attacks, and entry into “random,” or 

changed space, which they both now occupy in the novel.  Both Keith 

and Lianne struggle with the fact that after the towers collapse they have 

fallen out of normal space and into what is later described by Keith as 

“dead” space (DeLillo, 228).   

This changed space causes constant confusion for both Keith and 

Lianne, as even after they become a couple again, they still continue to 

regress in a hope to return to normal space.  This regression becomes 

evident in Lianne, as she struggles to come to terms with her feelings after 

the attacks, and feels the need to search for an answer to “why” the 

attacks happened.  It is the search for answers that spurs on Lianne’s use 

and creation of rituals.  During her separation from Keith, Lianne started 

meeting with a group of elderly people in the first stages of Alzheimers for 

a weekly writing session.  This group ultimately becomes a means of 

connecting with her father, Jack, who committed suicide in order to 

avoid living with Alzheimers, an event from Lianne’s past which continues 



to haunt her throughout the events of the novel; by attending these 

meetings, Lianne is attempting to come to terms with his suicide, her fear 

of her mother’s continual mental decline, and her own fear of the 

disease.  It is during this time that Lianne also begins her ritual of reading 

the obituaries in the newspapers: 

 

She read newspaper profiles of the dead, every 
one that was printed.  Not to read them, every 
one, was an offense, a violation of responsibility 
and trust.  But she also read them because she 
had to, out of some need she did not try to 
interpret (DeLillo, 106). 

 

Later in the novel Lianne develops another ritual to deal with her fear of 

Alzheimers disease; Lianne begins to count backwards from one-hundred 

by sevens to test her memory: 

 

It made her feel good, the counting down, and 
she did it sometimes in the day’s familiar drift, 
walking down a street, riding in a taxi.  It was her 
form of lyric verse, subjective and unrhymed, a 
little songlike but with a rigor, a tradition of fixed 
order, only backwards, to test the presence of 
another kind of reversal, which a doctor nicely 
named retrogenesis (DeLillo, 188). 

 



This ritual, however, soon becomes more than just a memory test for her; 

as seen in the above quote, the act of counting backwards by seven 

clams her, thus becoming a coping mechanism. 

It is during her regression, however, that Lianne also becomes 

excessively sensitive to the environment around her, specially her 

apartment building, in effect regressing to a form of American cold-war 

mentality, a mentality known for its pairing of people into “us” against 

“them” categories.  This becomes apparent in the scene with her 

neighbor, who has continuously been playing a non-descript form of 

“Middle-Eastern” music.  This music upsets Lianne because of its cultural 

relationship to the terrorists involved with the 9/11 attacks.  Rather than 

admit that her problem may be racially motivated Lianne tells herself over 

and over again that she will “[k]nock on the door [and] [m]ention the 

noise.”  She thinks she will be avoiding any potential conflict if she avoids 

referring to the music in racial or cultural terms, reaffirming to herself: 

[d]on’t call it music, call it noise” (DeLillo, 68).  However, her attempt to 

remain calm and neutral fails, as she angrily confronts her neighbor about 

the music: 

 

“Why now? This particular time?” 

“Now, later, what’s the difference?  It’s music.” 

“But why now and why so loud?” 



[…] “It’s music.  You want to take it personally, 
what can I tell you?” 

[…] “Of course it’s personal.  Anybody would 
take it personally.  Under these circumstances.  
There are circumstances.  You acknowledge this, 
don’t you?”  (DeLillo, 119). 

 

Lianne gives into her anger and attacks her neighbor for refusing to turn 

off the music.  In this passage the repetition of the word “circumstances” 

demonstrates not only Lianne’s current stress level, but her unstable state 

of mind after the attacks.  The idea that “there are circumstances” that 

now exist implies that within this new space rules of decorum have 

changed.  Lianne’s aggravation is grounded in the fact that her neighbor 

does not seem to be affected by the changed space in the novel, while 

Lianne is constantly confronted and unable to come to terms with this 

new space she has entered. 

After the attacks Keith does not search for meaning like Lianne.  

While Lianne can do nothing but search for some type of closure, Keith 

simply stops progressing, and stops looking for himself after the attacks.  

He develops only one ritual right after the attacks, which is the 

therapeutic exercise he is told to do for the injury to his left hand: 

 

He did not need the instruction sheet.  It was 
automatic, the wrist extensions, the unlnar 
deviations, hand raised, forearm flat.  He 



counted the seconds, he counted the repetitions 
(DeLillo, 106). 

 

Performing the same function as Lianne’s counting backwards from one-

hundred, this exercise acts as a calming mechanism, which Keith 

continues to use even after his hand has healed.  Keith’s only other ritual 

in the novel is his weekly poker game, which he developed before the 

attacks as a means to cope with his and Lianne’s separation.  This ritual, 

however, soon takes on more importance in Keith’s life as he regresses 

permanently into his weekly poker game – permanently entering a 

comfortable space as a professional gambler.  He describes this space 

twice in the novel: 

 

There was nothing outside the game but faded 
space (189). 

[…] 

Men in stylized yawns with arms raised, men 
staring into dead space (DeLillo, 228). 

 

For Keith the space he enters when he become a professional gambler is 

outside real space; it is stagnant and non-threatening as everything 

outside this space – any of the doubts he may have had with Lianne and 

their home in New York – has “faded” away.  Keith ceases to exist in 



normal space, and only continues to exist within the ritual he created 

before the planes.   

Keith’s regression and formation of rituals parallels Lianne’s, yet 

differs in one key function, as Keith does not search for a sort of modernist 

closure.  Keith concludes the novel by becoming a professional gambler, 

thus permanently entering a space and a ritual that he feels comfortable 

in; he does not strive for anything more.  Lianne also, in a way, gives up on 

trying to come to terms with the attacks; she does this by deciding to just 

stop caring, and to no longer think about the attacks – to erase them from 

her mind: 

 

She was ready to be alone, in reliable calm, she 
and the kid, the way they were before the 
planes appeared that day, silver crossing blue 
(DeLillo, 236). 

 

This sentence concludes the narrative present in the novel, as it is after this 

moment that the book loops back to Keith in the towers during the attack.  

Lianne’s conscious decision to stop searching for an explanation to “why” 

the attacks happened, and to continue to try and regain some remnant 

of the life she had before the attacks, links her to modernism, and to the 

traditional pattern the DeLillo’s characters follow.  Lianne is attempting to 

move on and regain the sense of normal space that existed before the 



attacks, while Keith merely fades into this new changed space, as he 

gives up on trying to find himself, or on trying to come to terms with his 

traumatic experience of escaping the towers.  Lianne makes a conscious 

decision to search for herself; however, it is not possible for Keith to look for 

himself, or leave this new space since the book ends in a loop; essentially 

ending where it begins – with the planes hitting the World Trade Center. 

We must ask why Keith deviates from Lianne and the other 

protagonists in these novels, and consider if Keith is a postmodern 

protagonist, as Lianne, like other DeLillo protagonists, fits the model of 

modernist looking for a unified self.  The most important factor in deciding 

whether or not Keith is a postmodern protagonist is how he deals with the 

postmodern ailments in the novel.  These ailments, specifically in the sense 

of Baudrillard’s concept of simulacra, which are so prominent in 

Americana and Mao II, are also present in Falling Man, and Keith deals 

with them differently than earlier DeLillo protagonists.  Unlike Lianne, Keith 

does not struggle against the simulacra in the novel; he resigns himself to, 

and even takes comfort in, them.  After Keith has become a professional 

gambler, he questions the validity of a waterfall with his former poker 

buddy Tommy Cheng: 

 

He stared at the waterfall, forty yards away.  He 
realized he didn’t know whether it was real or 
simulated.  The flow was unruffled and the sound 



of falling water might easily be a digital effect 
like the waterfall itself (203-4). 

[…] ‘Did you ever look at the waterfall?  Are you 
able to convince yourself you’re looking at 
water, real water, and not some special effect?’ 

‘I don’t think about it.  It’s not something we’re 
suppose to think about,’ Terry said (204). 

[…] Keith looked into the waterfall.  This was 
better than closing his eyes.  If he closed his eyes, 
he’d see something (DeLillo, 205). 

 

Keith retreats from the real world, as he would rather exist within dead 

space and take comfort in a simulated waterfall than continue to exist in 

the confusion of normal space.   

It is Lianne who fits the “pattern” of a classic DeLillo protagonist, as 

she is the one in the novel who is struggling to come to terms with the 

attacks, her father, and the major exemplar of simulacra in the book – 

David Janiak, the performance artist who recreates the image of a man 

falling from one of the towers.  While Keith gains reassurance from the 

waterfall, Lianne is traumatized by her encounter with David Janiak, just as 

she was traumatized by the towers’ collapse.  Unlike Keith, she struggles 

with the image of the falling man years after the performance she 

witnessed and cannot resign herself to what happened.   

In looking at the differences between Keith and Lianne it is 

important to examine how each character relates to space and time in 



the novel, as many critics argue that modernism focuses on the 

movement of time, and postmodernism focuses on changes in space.  It’s 

essential to consider space in terms of the inherent differences between 

modernism and postmodernism imbedded in this concept.  Although 

both Lianne and Keith are affected by changes in space in the novel, 

Lianne is the only one affected by time.  Lianne’s narrative sections reveal 

the only references to the passage of time within the novel: “fifteen days 

after the planes,” “thirty-six days after the planes,” and finally “these three 

years past, since that day in September” (DeLillo, 69, 170, 182).  In a novel 

with a linear plot progression, these sparse fragments are the only 

indication of the amount of time that has elapsed since Keith’s escape 

from the towers.  Lianne’s connection with the passage of time in the 

novel it begins to consume her: “There were moments when she wasn’t 

talking so much as fading into time, dropping back into some funneled 

stretch of recent past” (DeLillo, 127).  Keith, more so than Lianne, is related 

to space, as he cuts himself off from time and the world completely:  

 

It was Keith […] who was going slow, easing 
inward.  He used to want to fly out of self-
awareness, day and night, a body in raw motion.  
Now he finds himself drifting into spells of 
reflection, thinking not in clear units, hard and 
linked, but only absorbing what comes, drawing 
things out of time and memory and into some 
dim space that bears his collected experience 
(DeLillo, 66). 



 

This difference in Lianne and Keith’s relationship to time and space adds 

validity to the idea of Keith as a postmodern protagonist.   

In examining how Keith and Lianne are distanced from one another 

in the text, and how the key differences between them add to the 

argument that Keith is a postmodern protagonist, it becomes essential to 

note each character relationship with religion in the text.  Religion in 

Falling Man takes on a whole new dimension from that of Americana and 

Mao II; religion in Falling Man becomes confused and ultimately less 

reliable as a means of self discovery.  In the novel Lianne, like David Bell 

and Karen, struggles with religion during her search for self: “Lianne 

struggled with the idea of God.  She was taught to believe that religion 

makes people compliant.  This is the purpose of religion, to return people 

to a childlike state” (DeLillo, 62).  Lianne wants to be able to simply 

“disbelieve” in the existence of God (DeLillo, 65), but because of the 

terrorist attacks she, along with many others, is being confronted with the 

same questions: how could God let the attacks happen, and how could 

the terrorists kill in the name of God?  These questions lead Lianne to call 

into question her own conflicting feelings about religion.  Lianne does not 

seek comfort from God, or religion; rather, she wishes to be able to decide 

whether to be a follower, or to simply not believe: “[s]he wanted this only, 

to snuff out the pulse of the shaky faith she’d held for much of her life” 



(DeLillo, 65).  Keith does not struggle with his feelings concerning religion 

like Lianne; instead, he does not feel the need to question religion.  Keith 

has a distinctly different relationship with religion than Lianne, as his 

connection to religion is tied to his relationship with Florence, another 

survivor from the towers.  After Keith returns from the towers he has with 

him a briefcase that he found.  In returning the briefcase he becomes 

involved with its owner, a woman named Florence.  It is Keith’s relationship 

with Florence that links Keith to religion in the novel.  Florence, like Lianne, 

is experiencing confusion over religion after the attacks and talks about 

this confusion with Keith.  During their meetings in her apartment, they 

share their feelings about the attacks.  It is during one of these meetings 

that Florence asks Keith whether he believes in the existence of God; he 

tells her that “I never think about it,” and then asks if this upsets her, to 

which Florence responds:  

 

“It frightens me,” she said.  “I’ve always felt the 
presence of God.  I talk to God sometimes.  I 
don’t have to be in church to talk to God.  I go 
to church but not, you know, week in, week out – 
what’s the word I’m thinking of?” 

“Religiously,” he said (DeLillo, 90). 

 



Although they only meet a few times, for Florence Keith becomes a form 

of savior.  By returning her briefcase and entering into her life, Keith 

essentially rescues her from death: 

 

“I can’t explain it but no, you saved my life.  After 
what happened, so many gone, friends gone, 
people I worked with, I was nearly gone, nearly 
dead, in another way.  I couldn’t see people, talk 
to people, go from here to there without forcing 
myself up off the chair.  Then you walked in the 
door.  […] You ask yourself why you took the 
briefcase out of the building.  That’s why.  So you 
could bring it here.  So we could know each 
other.  That’s why you took it and that’s why you 
brought it here, to keep me alive.”  (DeLillo, 109). 

 

Looking at Keith in this light, it becomes possible to see him as a pseudo-

Jesus Christ figure.  Keith’s German surname, Neudecker, is translatable as 

“new carpenter.”4  This reference to carpentry links Keith to Christ.  If Keith 

is to function as a “new Christ” in the novel then he has to be considered 

a flawed Jesus figure.  Although he saves Florence he effectively 

abandons the rest of the world, including Lianne and their son, as he 

leaves to become a professional gambler.  In Americana and Mao II 

religion is a more reliable means of self discovery, and although David 

and Karen both fail to use religion to find themselves, it is not because 

religion fails them, but their individual interpretation and use of religion, 

                                                
4 “Neu” and “-decker,” can be translated into “new” and “carpenter.” 



referring to of course David’s assigning of commercialism to religion, and 

Karen’s mix of fanaticism with religion, that fails them.   

In Falling Man, terrorism has not only impacted religion, but it has 

filtered into every facet of daily life; although terrorism is becoming a 

major part of life in Mao II, as the title itself indicates, its impact has 

intensified in Falling Man, as terrorism has entered into the daily mind set 

and mental routine of the American populace.  As mentioned before, in 

Falling Man people are continuously questioning terrorism’s impact: the 

members of Lianne’s Alzheimer’s disease group cannot stop writing about 

their experiences, and Nina and Martin, her European lover, cannot stop 

arguing over the difference between America’s and Europe’s treatment 

of terrorism.  While terrorism in Mao II is marked by a struggle between 

authorship and authority in influencing culture, in Falling Man the struggle 

becomes more encompassing as it moves to critique America’s – the 

West’s – influence on culture in the rest of the world.  “In the Ruins of the 

Future” DeLillo claims that this “Western influence” is equivalent to the 

spread of Western technology.  American technology has become  

 

[…] our fate, our truth.  It is what we mean when 
we call ourselves the only superpower on the 
planet.  The materials and methods we devise 
make it possible for us to claim our future.  We 
don’t have to depend on God or the prophets or 
other astonishments.  We are the astonishment.  
The miracle is what we ourselves produce, the 



systems and networks that change the way we 
live and think (DeLillo, 37) 

 

America’s technology and culture have been seeping into parts of the 

world that do not want it; the terrorists “want what they used to have 

before the waves of Western influence” (DeLillo, 38); they want what they 

had before American commercialism and consumerism started to filter 

into their corner of the world.  For DeLillo, the role of America as cultural 

aggressor changes after the attacks as  

 

We have fallen back in time and space.  It is their 
technology that marks our moments, the small 
lethal devices, the remote-control detonators 
they fashion out of radios, or the larger 
technology they borrow from us, passenger jets 
that become manned missiles (DeLillo, 38). 

 

America is now consumed with terrorism, a fact mirrored in the text as 

each section of the novel is named for a terrorist: “Bill Lawton,” “Ernst 

Hechinger,” and “David Janiak.”  These sections start geographically in 

the Middle East (as the name Bill Lawton is actually a child’s 

mispronunciation of Bin Laden), move into Europe with Ernst Hechinger, 

Martin’s pseudonym, and finally conclude with David Janiak, the 

American performance artist known as “falling man.”  DeLillo is in effect 

linking the West with terrorism.  Martin, a suave European art dealer, is 



suspected by Lianne of being a terrorist; she comes to the conclusion that 

“[m]aybe he was a terrorist but he was one of ours, which meant godless, 

Western, white” (DeLillo, 195).  This idea of Martin, whose voice in the 

narrative is distinctly European, as an acceptable form of terrorist adds 

validity to the concept of Janiak as an American form of terrorist.  David 

Janiak, as he re-creates the image of a man falling from one of the towers 

to his death, is creating a form of distinctly American terrorism – a form of 

simulacra terrorism.  The line that once separated America and Europe 

from terrorism becomes blurred in the Falling Man, as both Martin and 

David Janiak become connected to terrorism; this connection leads 

further into Lianne’s confusion in her search for self. 

The other sub-sections of the novel, “On Marienstrasse,” “In 

Nokomis,” and finally “In the Hudson Corridor,” are sections of text where 

the narrative follows the perspective of Hammad, one of the terrorist 

hijackers.  These sections given through Hammad’s perspective also link 

terrorism to America in that Hammad’s concerns, doubts, and feelings – 

his uncertainties – mirror those of Keith and Lianne.  During Hammad’s first 

narrative section, “On Marienstrasse,” he is involved in a love affair with a 

woman in his neighborhood.  This affair causes him to question his 

participation in the 9/11 terrorist plot: 

 



They ate falafel wrapped in pita and sometimes 
he wanted to marry her and have babies but this 
was only in the minutes after he left her flat, 
feeling life a footballer running across the field 
after scoring a goal, all-world, his arms flung wide 
(DeLillo, 82). 

 

Hammad is not portrayed as an unfeeling monster, but as an average 

person, with doubts and wants.  What then distinguishes the terrorist from 

the non-terrorist?  DeLillo writes “In the Ruins of the Future,” that  

 

We are rich, privileged, and strong, but 
they are willing to die.  This is the edge they have, 
the fire of aggrieved belief.  […] The terrorist, 
planted in a Florida town, pushing his 
supermarket cart, nodding to his neighbor, lives in 
a far narrower format.  This is his edge, his 
strength.  Plots reduce the world.  He builds a plot 
around his anger and our indifference.  He lives a 
certain kind of apartness, hard and tight.  This is 
not the self-watcher, the soft white dangling boy 
who shoots someone to keep from disappearing 
into himself.  The terrorist shares a secret and a 
self (DeLillo, 34). 

 

Mirroring this image of the terrorist is the scene of Hammad in a local 

grocery store: “Hammad pushed a cart through the supermarket.  He was 

invisible to these people and they were becoming invisible to him” 

(DeLillo, 171).  This portrayal of Hammad is distinctly different from the 

portrayal of Abu Rashid in Mao II; Hammad is not presented as cold and 

calculating, and he is not a stern fundamentalist like Rashid; rather, he is 



an individual who has resigned himself to participating in a terrorist attack.  

The reader is never given the exact moment that Hammad stops 

doubting himself, but the final section of his narrative opens with him on 

one of the planes.  The terrorists’ determination to die is what separates 

“them” from “us.” 

In Falling Man terrorism has changed in the American psyche from 

being a distinctly European, and Middle Eastern problem, into being an all 

encompassing American dilemma.  After September 11 the American 

mindset has forever been altered.  In the span of a few hours Keith and 

Lianne have been pushed out of normal space, into a new space filled 

with fear and uncertainty.  It is this change in space that causes confusion 

in the novel and leads Lianne on her search for self; unlike the search for 

self in Americana and Mao II, the search for self in Falling Man is marked 

by the desire to return to “normal” space.  Lianne spends much of the 

novel trying to come to terms with the attacks; she reads obituaries, and 

watches and reads the continuous news coverage of the attack.  She 

develops rituals to help her cope but is ultimately unable to regain a sense 

of normalcy.  As Lianne desperately searches for her self, Keith does not 

actively search for normal space; Keith resigns himself to living in the 

altered space of the novel.  In comparison to Americana and Mao II, the 

search for self in Falling Man has become significantly more difficult for its 

protagonists, as terrorism, rather than the obstacle to self discovery it was 



in Mao II, becomes an all consuming issue as it infiltrates every aspect of 

daily life in Falling Man. 

 

 

 

 

*** 

 

Conclusion 

 

The writer tries to give memory, tenderness, and meaning to 
all that howling space5  

 

Don DeLillo’s Americana, Mao II, and Falling Man all examine the 

search for self in the American novel.  Although the motivations, 

backgrounds, and eventual outcomes of the characters from these 

novels may differ, all struggle against the same things: the postmodern 

ailments that have taken over American culture.  The search for self in 

these novels is stunted by the fact that these protagonists are searching 

for a now-obsolete modernist form of self in a distinctly postmodern 

environment.  Americana’s David Bell acts as a template for DeLillo’s later 

                                                
5 From “In the Ruins of the Future,” page 39. 



protagonists, as his pilgrimage out west and search for self sets the pattern 

for DeLillo’s later protagonists.  Mao II continues this pattern, but with one 

key difference, that being the inclusion of terrorism as a hindrance in the 

search for self; while Falling Man continues to explore how terrorism affects 

the self, it also presents the reader with a possible alternative to DeLillo’s 

prototypical postmodern character looking for a modernist self, in the 

guise of Keith who seems more comfortable in postmodern space.  

Because of the postmodern elements in these novels, specifically a loss of 

origin due to what Baudrillard terms “simulacra,” each of the protagonists 

from these novels, excluding Keith, fails in their respective journeys towards 

self discovery. 

Although Falling Man presents the reader with a deviation from the 

traditional pattern of a DeLillo protagonist, it is important to note that 

regression is not new to the works of Don DeLillo; rather what is significant 

about Falling Man is that each character actively pursues regression.  

Americana presents the reader with a narration marked by regression, 

and Mao II continues this theme.  DeLillo effectively concludes Americana 

with a continuous loop, as the narration implies that David Bell will always 

be watching, and adding to his autobiography without every coming to 

terms with his search for self.  For David Bell there is no “out”; he will never 

find himself, and he will never have closure to his search.  In Mao II, Bill 

Gray never overcomes his overblown fame and identity as an author, and 



it can be assumed that his fame will only continue to grow with his death, 

as he never transcends the reclusive author persona that he created for 

himself.  Each of these novels then effectively ends without even the 

possibility of the main protagonist(s) to ever succeed in his, or her, search 

for self.  The purpose of these novels is not to present the reader with a 

sense of hope for a better tomorrow; rather, it is to present the reader with 

a specific moment in the lives of its protagonists that is indicative of their 

struggle for self discovery.  That these novels all end with regression does 

not diminish the importance of the search for self; what DeLillo is 

attempting to show is how the struggles in these novels are indicative of 

the struggles of everyday life.  As the world changes, the novel changes, 

and what these three novels demonstrate is the growing impact of 

postmodern hindrances and war, as a general sense of a loss of origin 

and terrorism, have now become a daily facet of American life. 
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